
Abstract 

This master thesis is focused on the phenomenon of cultural appropriation and the use of 

American Indian imagery in American and European culture. In both cultures are American 

Indians represented by distorted image of the universal White Man’s Indian, which leads to 

the perception of them only as relicts of the past. In the United States, Native Americans try 

to point out the negative impacts, which the distorted image has on them, but the dominant 

white society refuses to acknowledge the inappropriateness of such images. The master thesis 

focuses on the historical evolution of the Native American image in American and European 

cultures. The author explains why the image was distorted and why the distortion still remains 

in both cultures. Then, the master thesis examines examples of appropriation of the American 

Indian in contemporary culture. Considering the extensiveness of this topic, the author 

focuses only on one example of cultural appropriation, which is the issue of Native 

Americans mascots and sports logos. On the American continent, the author chose the most 

controversial case of the Washington football team –  the Washington Redskins. Despite the 

long history of Native American activism against the Redskins brand, the team refuses to 

change their racist name and logo. In Europe, the author chose the Czech hockey team –  HC 

Škoda Plzeň, nicknamed the Pilsen Indians, which adopted Native American logo and mascot 

based on the liberation of Pilsen by the U.S. army during WWII. On these two cases, the 

author illustrates the differences in the understanding of the issue of cultural appropriation of 

Native American image in American and European cultures. In American society, the image 

of an Indian is connected to American identity, expressing belonging to the continent and 

their superiority, there is connection with cruel history and colonial tradition, but due to this 

history Americans are able to potentially better understand the issue of cultural appropriation 

of Native American image. On the contrary, in European culture, the image has been 

uncritically adopted from American culture and it presents nostalgic image of Indians from 

the 19
th

 century and fascination with American culture. Inappropriateness of such image is 

harder to understand in Europe, because Europeans do not feel any responsibility for cruel 

historical actions towards Native Americans as Americans do. The author chose this topic to 

extend the academic discourse regarding Native American mascots and logos in European 

society, because this topic is insufficiently covered and will need more attention. The author 

used oral history and qualitative analysis of accessible primary sources during the research of 

the subject.  

 


